The Columbia University | Steelcase furniture program has been designed to meet a myriad of work and learning styles.

Our program has been curated to the specific Steelcase families of furniture that best meet the needs of the Columbia University community.

- An unmatched offering that addresses ancillary needs with furniture, lighting, rugs, and accessories, leveraging Steelcase and key partners.
- Contract grade solutions with the strongest warranty in the industry
- Aggregated spend with volume discounting
- Reduced complexity in order management and delivery through Steelcase dealers
- Reliable lead times and quick-ship portfolio
- Sustainable design and construction

This booklet depicts the furniture that has been preselected to meet the Columbia University community’s needs for:

- Private & Shared Offices
- Conference Rooms
- Workstations Classrooms
- Collaborative Work & Lounge Areas
- Accessories & Storage
- All Seating Types

Core Principles

Design

“People want to feel a connection to the places where they work, where they can see themselves in the spaces, versus something that feels imposed upon them”

James Ludwig, Vice President, Global Design – Steelcase

Materiality

“Most of us think about materiality as decoration or superficial. But, it’s always more than that.” Bruce Smith

Performance

- End user
- Choice
- Power access
- Ergonomics
- Comfort
- Space for Focus and Rejuvenation
- Spaces for Social Connection

Sustainability

The Steelcase commitment to the environment: We believe the only way to provide the best office furniture solutions is to ensure they are the best products for the environment. That’s why every step of the way – through design, manufacturing, delivery and product lifecycle – we consider the impact of our work on people and on the environment and uncover opportunities to make things better.

Safety

Columbia University voluntarily complies with the requirements of CAL 117 for upholstered furniture (firecode) in unsprinklered spaces.
Thank you for choosing Steelcase!

The following pages contain options from the Columbia University “standards” portfolio of products. We hope this will be helpful as you move forward with your projects. Please note, the information contained is high level and each product will have a multitude of options. Just reach out to your Steelcase representative, Leslie Farrell (lfarrell@steelcase.com) or one of our Dealer Partners for additional information regarding specifications, finish and fabric options.
WHY STEELCASE

OUR WARRANTY

The Steelcase warranty is the strongest warranty in the industry...that you may never need!
https://www.steelcase.com/warranty/

OUR SUSTAINABILITY PROMISE

Sustainability at Steelcase is about people. It’s about creating and supporting the economic, environmental and social conditions that allow people and communities to reach their full potential.

Our sustainability vision is clear: bring lasting value to our customers, employees, shareholders, partners, communities and the environment. We do this by...
- Designing products and solutions to benefit people
- Consulting with customers to help meet sustainability goals
- Collaborating with key partners to further the science and practice of sustainability
- Operating in a socially responsible way
- Increasing expectations of our supply chain partners
- Reporting global metrics

Product Environmental Reports (PEPs) are available for most Steelcase products. Simply reach out to your Steelcase representative.

https://www.steelcase.com/discover/steelcase/sustainability/

OUR QUALITY

To ensure that our valued customers benefit from high-performing products, we surpass BIFMA standards in the following ways:
- We provide a set of internal product performance standards far more stringent than those required by outside parties. For example, because we require that our products meet a variety of deflection requirements, we take measurements that aren't required by either ANSI or BIFMA.
- BIFMA has 22 desk-testing procedures; Steelcase tests in over 120 ways to address corrosion, fade, stain, stability, safety, durability, functionality, ergonomics, environmental exposure, shipping/vibration and more. In addition, all Steelcase products are developed and tested to meet or exceed American National Standards Institute (ANSI) and also meet all applicable Underwriters Laboratories (UL) requirements. We take these measures to ensure the highest quality products, which we back with a comprehensive warranty that includes the cost of parts and labor.

EASE OF ORDERING

- End-to-end solutions
- One order to manage
- Streamline delivery
- Single invoice
- Fewer P0s
- Single Point-of-Contact
- Mitigated risk
• Task Chairs
• Guest Chairs
• Collaboration Chairs
• Lounge Furniture
• Stools
• Benching
• Height Adjustable Desks
• Monitor Arms
• Meeting Tables
• Flip-top Tables
Task Chairs
Steelcase Series 1 office chair delivers on what’s important — performance, style and choice. It retains everything that’s valued in a chair, while making it attainable for everyone.

Reply
PRICE RANGE: $

SIMPLE COMFORT. TRANSPARENT DESIGN.
Comfort is no secret for Reply chairs with mesh backs. Imported from Italy, our exclusive mesh is woven with chenille yarn offering soft, supportive comfort in an airy and light scale design. And if a classic look is what you prefer, our fully upholstered Reply chair offers dynamic support with a sleek and contoured look.

Crew

PRICE RANGE: $

Crew office chairs deliver all-day comfort and a high level of performance with simple, intuitive controls, right at your finger tips. Classic and refined, Crew was designed by Brian Kane.

Amia & Amia Air

PRICE RANGE: $$

Amia is a hardworking, versatile ergonomic office chair that adds an element of sophistication to any workspace.

Think
PRICE RANGE: $$

Think is the chair with a brain and a conscience. It's intelligent enough to understand how you sit and adjust itself intuitively. It's thoughtful enough to measure and minimize its impact on the environment.

Leap

PRICE RANGE: $$$

A perfect fit with an exceptional range of adjustments, the Leap office chair delivers full support for various body shapes and sizes.

Guest Chairs
Move

PRICE RANGE: $

Move stackable side chairs are a durable solution available with a variety of options. As you sit, you move; so Move was designed to adjust and conform to the natural movements of the body. Comfortable and versatile, this lightweight stackable chair offers seating solutions for a wide range of spaces in the workplace.

Player

PRICE RANGE: $

The simple and durable Player chair is a convenient, comfortable, stackable chair for a multitude of uses. It's the perfect solution for high traffic areas like waiting rooms, classrooms, cafes or multi-purpose spaces. A true “team player,” its slim, quiet aesthetic fits in just about anywhere.

https://www.steelcase.com/products/guest-chairs-stools/player/
Max Stacker III

PRICE RANGE: $

Max-Stacker III offers proven performance and durability in a stackable chair. With a wide range of colors and finishes, it seamlessly integrates with today’s Steelcase furniture for a cohesive design aesthetic.

Nooi Chair

PRICE RANGE: $

Austrian based office furniture company Wiesner-Hager designed Nooi with an innovative one shell form and different frame options to suit all main communication areas. Working with Steelcase, Nooi is now being manufactured within the U.S. offering European design on a shortened lead time, with a U.S. warranty and competitive pricing.

Qivi

PRICE RANGE: $$

QiVi office chairs promote movement and collaboration while supporting a variety of postures, making QiVi perfect for meetings and conference rooms.

Collaboration

PRICE RANGE: $$

The Collaboration guest chair is all about comfort and flexibility. A fully upholstered seat and back offer a high level of comfort while its variety of aesthetic options provide significant design flexibility. In addition to open and closed arms, you can choose any of five stylized, laser-cut arm inserts in matching or contrasting wood colors. The result is versatile seating you can specify for almost any guest, conference, reception or dining application.

Enea

PRICE RANGE: $$

Enea Stacking Chair and Enea Bar Stool by Coalesse are ideal solutions for many hospitality, learning, café, and corporate environments.

Switch

**PRICE RANGE: $$$**

The Switch collection provides a versatile line of contemporary side, dining, and lounge seating in a variety of high quality materials. Available with either arm or armless designs atop a matte or polished chrome frame, the Switch collection brings modern and comfortable seating to your workspace.

**Bindu**

**PRICE RANGE:** $$$

Classic conference seating that balances comfort and performance. Modern seating sensibly designed to express a softer, more residential feeling with contract durability. Bindu™ seating hits the perfect note.

**Wrapp**

**PRICE RANGE: $$$**

Bring elegant design to the world of guest seating with Wrapp Chair. Combining a snug winged back with a contoured seat, the Wrapp Chair’s unique design will fit a multitude of uses around your office or dining area.

Kathryn

PRICE RANGE: $$$

Classical construction and sleek elegance come together in the Kathryn Chair. Strong lines and premium materials, such as European beech hardwood, highlight the details and careful craftsmanship in each piece.

Collaboration Chairs
Shortcut

PRICE RANGE: $

Incredibly versatile, durable and comfortable, Shortcut is everything you need — and nothing you don’t. A natural fit in conference rooms, cafes, classrooms and beyond, Shortcut is a true multi-purpose chair.

Move

PRICE RANGE: $

Move stackable side chairs are a durable solution available with a variety of options. As you sit, you move; so Move was designed to adjust and conform to the natural movements of the body. Comfortable and versatile, this lightweight stackable chair offers seating solutions for a wide range of spaces in the workplace.

Player

PRICE RANGE: $

The simple and durable Player chair is a convenient, comfortable, stackable chair for a multitude of uses. It's the perfect solution for high traffic areas like waiting rooms, classrooms, cafes or multi-purpose spaces. A true “team player,” its slim, quiet aesthetic fits in just about anywhere.

https://www.steelcase.com/products/guest-chairs-stools/player/
Kart
PRICE RANGE: $$

The Kart seating collection provides a flexible, creative, and durable solution for any classroom, meeting hall, or corporate training room. The Kart line includes the only nesting chair in the world with both swivel and adjustable height. Nested or stacked, stool or chair, Kart seating is designed for comfort and stores conveniently.

Protége

PRICE RANGE: $$

This simple and supportive chair provides you with what you need for every task you take on throughout your day. Protége fits perfectly into smaller workspaces — and budgets. Contoured for your comfort, Protége comes with a wide variety of adjustments and fabrics.

Introducing cobi™, part of our new category of collaborative seating. The cobi chair was designed specifically to foster collaboration and was based on three observations that generated our key insights: 1. Chairs should promote movement and be comfortable for long periods of time. 2. Adjustments should be automatic and intuitive. 3. Chairs should support multiple postures.

Qivi

PRICE RANGE: $$

QiVi office chairs promote movement and collaboration while supporting a variety of postures, making QiVi perfect for meetings and conference rooms.

The SILQ chair is a breakthrough in seating design. Its innovative nature is both mechanism and artistry. It delivers a personal experience that responds to the unique movements of your body.

SW-1 Conference Chair

PRICE RANGE: $$$

This chair will change the way you think about meetings. Three inches lower than conventional seating and with a more relaxed posture, the SW_1 Lounge is a conference/lounge hybrid that creates a more intimate and comfortable environment.

https://www.steelcase.com/products/guest-chairs-stools/sw_1/
Lounge Furniture
Jenny

PRICE RANGE: $

Ideal for collaboration and impromptu meetings, Jenny Low fuels startup culture by creating comfortable lounge spaces for spontaneous, natural interactions.

https://www.steelcase.com/products/lounge-seating/jenny/
Sidewalk

PRICE RANGE: $$

Sidewalk Lounge Seating makes your workspace into a social space. Crisp, lightly scaled, and highly portable, Sidewalk offers the perfect solution for any lounge or office seating that need to accommodate mobility and technology. Award-winning plywood internal construction provides sturdiness, and the detailed upholstery brings style to the space.

https://www.steelcase.com/products/lounge-seating/sidewalk-lounge/
Millbrae

PRICE RANGE: $$$

The refined horizontal steel base forms a simple modernist foundation for panelled, quilted cushions that allude to classic tufted upholstery. With firmer cushioning and a more upright posture than the Lifestyle version, the versatile Contract range can be creatively ganged to landscape lobbies or lounges, or serve singly. This is work warmed up.

Passarelle

PRICE RANGE: $$
A rich tradition of craftsmanship comes together with clean, sleek lines to create the Passerelle collection. Crisply tucked upholstery with double stitched detail and a tapered wood base makes Passerelle both classic and relevant no matter what the setting. Efficiently scaled for either large spaces or intimate surroundings.

https://www.steelcase.com/products/lounge-seating/
Switch

PRICE RANGE: $$$

The Switch collection provides a versatile line of contemporary side, dining, and lounge seating in a variety of high quality materials. Available with either arm or armless designs atop a matte or polished chrome frame, the Switch collection brings modern and comfortable seating to your workspace.

https://www.steelcase.com/products/guest-chairs-stools/switch/
Campfire Lounge Seating

PRICE RANGE: $

Designed for casual spaces in the office, the Campfire collection brings people together with reconfigurable lounge seating, built-in power, visual privacy, mobile work surfaces and a range of finishes to fit your style. With modern lines and durable, all-day comfort, the Campfire collection delivers style and quality without sacrificing performance.

Jenny

PRICE RANGE: $

With modern lines and classic curves, the Jenny collection provides a warm welcome to clients and guests, while offering a quiet hideaway for solo work. Modular and reconfigurable, Jenny is customizable and designed to fit any space. Add Jenny Ottoman, End Table or Coffee Table to complete the look and guarantee an unforgettable first impression.

https://www.steelcase.com/products/lounge-seating/jenny/
Joel

PRICE RANGE: $$

Crafted to promote group interaction, Joel Lounge Chair by Coalesse is defined by its thick base, curved back, and contemporary colors. The classic club chair, refined for the modern workspace. Joel Lounge Chair is crafted to promote group interaction with its graceful volume and embracing form that swivels back to center when guests depart

Await

PRICE RANGE: $$

The Await Lounge System is the perfect solution for lobby, lounge, higher education and hospitality settings. Its staggered ganging capabilities exemplify versatility and functionality in transforming space. Sharp tailoring featuring topstitch detail speaks to the sophisticated styling of Await; the spring packs in the seats bring a new level of comfort. With power and data options, coordinated tables, Await creates contemporary niches of dramatic in-between spaces and casual conferencing.

https://www.steelcase.com/products/lounge-seating/await/
SW-1 Lounge

PRICE RANGE: $$

This chair will change the way you think about meetings. Three inches lower than conventional seating and with a more relaxed posture, the SW_1 Lounge is a conference/lounge hybrid that creates a more intimate and comfortable environment. The knit back breathes. The swivel base promotes conversational flow. Open arms expand the view. In meeting rooms, match SW_1 Lounge with the SW_1 Low Conference Table. For personal spaces, add the coordinated ottoman and SW_1 occasional table.

https://www.steelcase.com/products/guest-chairs-stools/sw_1/
Bob

PRICE RANGE: $$

A crafted beauty. With flared arms, a matte polished aluminum base, and a coordinating ottoman, Bob Lounge is well-suited to any professional space. A business-like attitude with a warm embrace.

Circa

PRICE RANGE: $$

Simple sophistication — the Circa Lounge System offers a classic lounge with an inviting dose of comfort. Lounges and benches in smooth curves or straight lines pair with ganging and freestanding tables to create a wide variety of applications that are easy to scale and reconfigure. Contemporary materials and modern leg designs suit a range of aesthetics, while soft forms welcome users and encourage the organic conversation crucial for social connection.

https://www.steelcase.com/products/lounge-seating/circa/
Passarelle

PRICE RANGE: $$

Clean, crisp lines and impeccable upholstery combined with a sleek wood base ensure the Passerelle Seating collection by Coalesse remains classic and relevant.

https://www.steelcase.com/products/lounge-seating/passerele-seating/
Sidewalk

PRICE RANGE: $$
As companies have become more reliant on team-based structures and more participative management styles, open communication is becoming more important. Relaxed and comfortable and relaxed environments have proven that they can foster communication and interaction. The office has shifted from a place to work as an individual to a place to work as a team. Sidewalk allows the users the satisfaction of controlling their environment so that it responds to the group’s unique and unpredictable needs. “Go glides” and casters facilitate movement, “slip fit” allows for fluid spaces, and abutting multiple pieces allow for enclosure or division of space.

https://www.steelcase.com/products/lounge-seating/sidewalk-lounge/
SW-1

**PRICE RANGE: $$**

This chair will change the way you think about meetings. Three inches lower than conventional seating and with a more relaxed posture, the SW_1 Lounge is a conference/lounge hybrid that creates a more intimate and comfortable environment. The knit back breathes. The swivel base promotes conversational flow. Open arms expand the view. In meeting rooms, match SW_1 Lounge with the SW_1 Low Conference Table. For personal spaces, add the coordinated ottoman and SW_1 occasional table.

[https://www.steelcase.com/products/guest-chairs-stools/sw_1/](https://www.steelcase.com/products/guest-chairs-stools/sw_1/)
Visalia

PRICE RANGE: $$$

A fresh approach to traditional guest seating. Visalia is a sculpted tuxedo-style lounge with clean lines and easy mobility to promote collaboration or relaxed reflection for any environment from offices to hospitals to lobbies. The upper and lower facets are available in two different upholstered colors for an attractive contrasting effect.

Bix Lounge System

PRICE RANGE: $$$

With Bix Lounge System, the furniture becomes the architecture. Create lounge-based worksettings that host teams and technology in comfort. Bix Lounge System with optional back screen creates versatile space division and enclosures while keeping the overall feel of an open, social environment. Corner units, bridge tables, projection units, and benches create rooms within rooms. Part of a refined system of seating and tables that includes convenient connections to power, voice, and data - the essential elements to support conversation and collaborative work.

https://www.steelcase.com/products/lounge-seating/bix/
Lagunitas

PRICE RANGE: $$$
Adapt to changing workstyles and shifting work postures from the conventional to the casual. The Lagunitas product line creates a “third place” seating and table offering anywhere in your workspace while offering privacy, efficiency, and comfort. The 44 pieces within the collection can be endlessly reconfigured to meet the needs of your space.

https://www.steelcase.com/products/lounge-seating/lagunitas/
Switch

PRICE RANGE: $$$

Timeless and elegant. A crisp contemporary aesthetic with a slender tapering profile. The same attention to detail, emphasis on design, and simple elegance can be found across Switch lounge seating, chairs, stools and occasional tables.

Bindu

PRICE RANGE: $$$

Modern-feeling group with a sloping arm, loose seat cushions and curved tight back. Cara's sculptural shape shows off the curved back.

https://www.steelcase.com/products/office-chairs/bindu/
Stools
Scoop Stool

PRICE RANGE: $  

Scoop is simple, durable and functional. Perfect for project teams, meetings and other collaborative work. A generous size seat gives you plenty of wiggle room. You can also order an upholstered version that adds a little cushion and a splash of color.

Nooi Stool

Price Range $

Austrian based office furniture company Wiesner-Hager designed Nooi with an innovative one shell form and different frame options to suit all main communication areas. Working with Steelcase, Nooi is now being manufactured within the U.S. offering European design on a shortened lead time, with a U.S. warranty and competitive pricing..

Shortcut Stool

PRICE RANGE: $

Incredibly versatile, durable and comfortable, Shortcut is everything you need — and nothing you don’t. A natural fit in conference rooms, cafes, classrooms and beyond, Shortcut is a true multi-purpose chair.

Introducing cobi™, part of our new category of collaborative seating. The cobi chair was designed specifically to foster collaboration and was based on three observations that generated our key insights: 1. Chairs should promote movement and be comfortable for long periods of time. 2. Adjustments should be automatic and intuitive. 3. Chairs should support multiple postures.

Switch Stool

PRICE RANGE: $$$

The Switch collection provides a versatile line of contemporary side, dining, and lounge seating in a variety of high quality materials. Available with either arm or armless designs atop a matte or polished chrome frame, the Switch collection brings modern and comfortable seating to your workspace.

https://www.steelcase.com/products/guest-chairs-stools/switch/#features
Enea Stool

PRICE RANGE: $$$

Comfortable, stackable, and versatile, Enea Stacking Chair and Enea Bar Stool offer a greater level of comfort and support. Arm and armless seating offer ideal detailing for open plan layouts.

Enea Lottus Stool

PRICE RANGE: $$$

Sculpted for comfort with just the right amount of flex, the Enea Lottus Post Stool integrates simply and cleanly with any space. Comfortable and versatile, with a wide palette of color and finish possibilities, Enea Lottus is a durable beauty, an inviting response to the way we work.

Montara Stool

PRICE RANGE: $$$

Casual meetings can be the most productive – yet the furniture tends to be uninspiring. Montara650 is a refined alternative. Infused with comfort and craft, the collection’s sculpted seating pairs with simple pedestal tables, filling informal spaces with café-style character tailored the way you want it. Simple. Social. Refined.

Benching
**Bivi**

**PRICE RANGE:** $

**MODERN STYLE.**
**SIMPLE MODULARITY.**
**INCREASED COLLABORATION.**
Bivi incorporates a variety of postures and provides privacy and ergonomics in the workplace with the turn of a single tool. Its insight-led design offers sitting, standing and lounge options in one collection, so you can do more with less.

FrameOne

PRICE RANGE: $$

FrameOne Bench delivers on diverse design options that add versatility and value for companies to optimize real estate, fuel innovation and support the ways their people work best.

https://www.steelcase.com/products/benching/frameone/
Height Adjustable Desks
Migration

PRICE RANGE: $ 

Migration™ has everything that’s needed in a desk, delivering on performance, value and user wellbeing. This height-adjustable desking option supports movement, as people shift postures from standing to sitting and back again.

Ology

PRICE RANGE: $$
Ology height-adjustable desk is designed to support the wellbeing of workers and encourage a more health-conscious environment.

Airtouch

PRICE RANGE: $$

The innovative Airtouch® mechanism gives workers the ability to adjust their worksurface height quickly, quietly and effortlessly—without the need for electricity—while encouraging frequent workstyle transitions.

Active Lift Riser

PRICE RANGE: $

Supporting people as they shift postures from standing to sitting and back again, height-adjustable worksurfaces promote the wellbeing of workers and contribute to health-conscious work environments. Active Lift Riser allows any worksurface to provide the benefits of vertical movement while you work.

Sit to Stand

PRICE RANGE: $$

Easily convert a static workstation to a full sit to stand workstation.

SINGLE MONITOR

DUAL MONITOR

TRIPLE MONITOR
Monitor Arms
CF Series Intro

PRICE RANGE: $

With a sleek design and advanced features at this price point, CF Series Intro features seamless precision to accommodate a wide variety of user preferences. CF Series Intro is available in both single and dual monitor applications.

https://www.steelcase.com/products/computer-support/cf-series/
Meeting Tables
Big Table

PRICE RANGE: $

BIG TABLE ANCHORS YOUR SPACE, HOSTS LUNCH AND PROVIDES A PLACE TO MEET.

• Available in two heights: seated (28”) or standing (40”).
• Full surface available.
• 4’ x 8’ top – use for work, collaboration or café setting.

Universal Worksurfaces

PRICE RANGE: $

Universal Worksurfaces and Tables provide flexibility and durability to create inspiring spaces that support the different ways people work. They can be used in an assortment of applications including panel-mounted systems, freestanding desking, and conference and team settings.
Groupwork

PRICE RANGE: $

Collaboration is the basis for Groupwork, a system that provides a full suite of smart, affordable meeting solutions. Endlessly configurable and easily adaptable, Groupwork tables and visual work tools promote open thinking from project rooms to café spaces, and anywhere in between.
Enea Table

Price Range $$

From the conference room to the cafeteria, Enea offers a clean and contemporary range of round, rectangular, and oval tables in four heights. Steel base is standard in black gloss, white gloss, or silvermetallic powder coat finish; tops available in laminate or wood.
Convene
PRICE RANGE: $$

It's time for furniture that exudes confidence. Created to maximize customization and seamlessly welcome collaboration and technology, Convene can adapt to any situation. It creates a beautiful, durable, high-end space that reflects the essence of your brand. It's furniture that brings people together.

Protrero

PRICE RANGE: $$$

Create inspiring settings — from open-plan casual to conference-room formal — with a wide variety of materials, shapes, and sizes. Potrero415 supports all the ways your people work: inside or outside a meeting room, sitting or standing, for long sessions or short bursts of creative energy. Designed for creative collaborators, Potrero415 is at the vanguard of a new standard of craft that looks better, feels better, and performs better.

https://www.steelcase.com/products/desks/potrero415/
Flip Top Tables
Groupwork Flip Top

PRICE RANGE: $

With clean, purposeful design, Groupwork complements any workplace aesthetic, from conference rooms and training spaces, to cafes and lounges and every space in between.

Verb Flip Top Table

PRICE RANGE: $$

The Verb Flip-Top Table complements the existing Verb classroom collection, with an easily nested, flexible and responsive design. The table can be flipped, moved, stowed and rearranged simply, safely and intuitively, making transitions between modes of learning quick and seamless. Whiteboard storage and display integration encourage continuous collaboration and idea-sharing among students and educators.

Akira

PRICE RANGE: $$$

The Akira Table is height adjustable, mobile, and easily nests when not in use. This highly crafted table rises to the challenge of any active space.

https://www.steelcase.com/products/desks/akira-table/